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Who is the Original Pioneer of 
Special situations investing?



Warren Buffett – The Original Special Opportunities Investor

Warren Buffett in his letter in 1963 to partners 
mentioned two strategies which formed majority 
of the holdings during the 1950s – 

1. Undervalued Generals: Many times generals 
represent a form of “coattail riding” where we 
feel the dominating stockholder group has plans 
for the conversion of unprofitable or under-
utilized assets to a better use. We have done 
that ourselves in Sanborn and Dempster, but 
everything else equal, we would rather let others 
do the work.”

2. Workouts: These are securities whose 
financial results depend on corporate action 
rather than supply and demand factors created 
by buyers and sellers of securities. Corporate 
events such as mergers, liquidations, 
reorganizations, spin-offs, etc. lead to work-
outs.

Source: Buffett Partnership Ltd Letter - 1963.

Mr. Buffett used special situation investing throughout his time managing Buffett Partnership Ltd, 
where he achieved 31.6% CAGR and beat the Dow by over 20% annually



What are Special Opportunities?



Special Opportunities

Special Opportunities investing 
involves capitalizing on unique 

events or circumstances that can 
impact the value of a stock or asset. 

These include circumstances like 
technological disruption, regulatory 

changes, management restructuring, 
or prolonged cyclical challenges and 
includes companies that are either 
disruptors, enablers, or adaptors of 

change, as well as those with 
significant turnaround potential

Premiumization

Mergers, 
Acquisitions, 

Spinoffs

New and Emerging 
Sectors

Regulatory Reforms

Innovation & 
Technological 

Disruption

Change in 
leadership / 

Promoter



Special Situations are like a catalyst 
in a chemical reaction

(A catalyst is a substance that speeds up a chemical reaction without being consumed in the process)

Just like how a catalyst speeds up a chemical 
reaction, a special situation in investing can 
accelerate changes in a company's fortunes or 
market perception, leading to a rapid increase in its 
stock price.





Introducing Samco Special Opportunities Fund

A scheme that is 
designed to identify and 

invest in stocks that 
present special 
opportunities

Built on the DISRUPTION 
model

Diversification advantage 
by spreading investments 
across various sectors and 
themes, mitigating the risk 

associated with investing in 
specific thematic or 

sectoral funds

Strategic flexibility ensures 
that the fund can adapt 
and thrive in the fluid 

nature of market trends.



DISRUPTION Strategy of Samco Special Opportunities Fund



DISRUPTION CASE STUDIES

(Illustrative examples that demonstrate special opportunities)



Digitization



What is the Digitization Trend strategy?

Capitalizes on the transformative wave of digital innovation sweeping 
across industries. This approach involves investing in companies that are 
either leading the digital revolution or adeptly adapting to it. The focus is 
on sectors where digitization drives efficiency, opens new markets, and 
creates novel revenue streams - from cloud computing and e-commerce 
to fintech and AI-driven technologies.



कल - Digitization

Since 2007, Rajeev Jain has spearheaded the digital 
transformation of Bajaj Finance, evolving it from a 
captive auto financing entity into one of India's foremost 
NBFC companies. With a steadfast commitment to 
innovation, he has harnessed digital technologies to 
deliver rapid solutions and enhance customer 
experiences within the dynamic digital landscape.

(An Illustrative case study of how Digitization has worked in the past in Bajaj Finance)



आज - Digitization
(Which are the major digitization trends playing out today)



आज - Digitization
(A case study of how Digitization is working in a traditional business-like broking)



आज - Digitization
(Current observation of Digitization playing out in wealth management business)



Insider Mirror
Trading



What is Insider Mirror Trading strategy?

Selecting companies that have engaged in share buyback programs or where 
the company’s promoters have increased their stake by purchasing additional 
shares at market prices. This behavior typically indicates the management's 
strong belief in the company's future growth potential or its intrinsic value, 
which may not be fully reflected in the current stock price. 



कल - Insider Mirror Trading Strategy

Tata Sons bought 
shares worth Rs 
667 Crs

Tata Sons bought 
shares worth Rs 
532 Crs

N Chandrasekaran 
bought shares worth 
Rs 1.73 Crs

Tata Sons bought 
shares worth Rs 
55 Crs

(An Illustrative case study of how Insider Mirror Trading Strategy worked in Tata Motors)



Tata Sons bought 
shares worth Rs 
551 Crs

Tata Sons bought shares worth Rs 
109 Crs & N Chandrasekaran bought 
shares worth 82 lakh

N Chandrasekaran 
bought shares 
worth 3.2 Crs

(An Illustrative case study of how Insider Mirror Trading Strategy worked in Tata Power)

कल - Insider Mirror Trading Strategy



आज - Insider Mirror Trading Strategy

Adar Poonawalla 
acquires 60% stake in 
Magma Fincorp

Promoter buys shares 
worth Rs 249.8 Crs

Promoter buys shares 
worth Rs 200 Crs

Promoter buys 
shares worth 
Rs 199.9 Crs

(Current case study of how Insider Mirror Trading Strategy has been identified in Poonawalla Fincorp Ltd)



Promoter buys shares 
worth Rs 145 Crs

Promoter buys shares 
worth Rs 804 Crs

(Current observation of how Insider Mirror Trading Strategy is identified in Adani Power Ltd)

आज - Insider Mirror Trading Strategy



Spin Offs &
Corporate Actions



What is Spin Offs & Corporate Actions strategy?

The strategy is predicated on the observation that in conglomerates with diverse 
business segments, the collective value of these individual units is frequently 
undervalued when bundled together under a single corporate entity. By 
executing a de-merger, these distinct businesses can unlock the necessary 
financial resources and managerial focus, fostering an environment more 
conducive to growth. This strategy focuses on investing in companies 
undergoing such spin-offs, providing an opportunity to capitalize on the potential 
for these now-separate entities to achieve their full growth potential and, 
consequently, garner appropriate market valuations. 



कल - Spin Offs & Corporate Actions

Record Date for 
Reliance-Jio Financial 
Services demerger

Jio Financial Services Listing 

(An Illustrative case study of how Spin Offs & Corporate Actions has generated shareholder value in Reliance-Jio demerger)



Record Date for Aarti 
Industries and Aarti 
Pharmalabs demerger

Aarti Pharmalabs Listing

(An Illustrative case study of how Spin Offs & Corporate Actions has generated shareholder value in Aarti-Aarti Pharmalabs demerger)

कल - Spin Offs & Corporate Actions



आज - Spin Offs & Corporate Actions
(Current case study of how Spin-Off & Corporate Actions can lead to value creation in Vedanta’s demerger )



आज - Spin Offs & Corporate Actions
(Observation of how Spin Offs & Corporate Actions may trigger value creation in Tata Motor’s demerger)



Reform – 
Regulatory,

Governmental



What is Reform-Based strategy?

Focuses on identifying and capitalizing on opportunities that arise from 
regulatory, governmental, or other significant reforms. This approach involves 
investing in companies that stand to benefit from changes in policy, legal 
frameworks, or government initiatives. For instance, regulatory reforms in 
sectors like renewable energy, healthcare, or telecommunications can open-up 
new markets or create favorable conditions for certain businesses. The objective 
is to leverage these reform-induced shifts, investing in entities that are well-
positioned to thrive in the evolving regulatory and policy landscape, thereby 
offering potential for robust returns.



कल - Reforms-Based Strategy

Essar Steel 
Resolution

IBC came into force

(An Illustrative case study of implementation of IBC reform led to generation of shareholder wealth in PSU Banks)
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Nifty India Defense Index

(An Illustrative case study of how the defense sector  boomed due to reforms in regulation and support from the government)

कल - Reforms-Based Strategy



आज - Reforms-Based Strategy
(Current case study of how Reform Based Strategy works in REC Ltd)



(Current case study of how Reform Based Strategy works in PFC and REC Ltd)

आज - Reforms-Based Strategy



Undervalued
Holding Companies



What is Undervalued HoldCo. strategy?

The strategy targets holding companies that primarily function as group holding 
entities rather than as strategic investment firms. This operational approach 
often leads to these companies being persistently undervalued in the market. 
However, these valuation discounts are not fixed and can fluctuate. The strategy 
focuses on identifying holding companies with robust underlying businesses 
that are currently experiencing significant undervaluation, which is expected 
to improve. 



कल - Undervalued HoldCo Strategy

Holding company discount was maximum

Holding company discount was minimum

(An Illustrative case study of how Undervalued Holdco Strategy led to generation of shareholder wealth in Chola Holding)



Holding Company Outperforming the 
Subsidiary due to contraction in 
Holdco Discount

(An Illustrative case study of how Undervalued Holdco Strategy led to a generation of shareholder wealth in Chola Holding)

कल - Undervalued HoldCo Strategy



Similar trend being formed in Godrej Industries, 
Holdco Discount is near lows of the past 14 years

(Observation of how Undervalued Holdco Strategy is identified in Godrej Industries Ltd)

आज - Undervalued HoldCo Strategy



Premiumisation



What is Premiumisation strategy?

The strategy is centered on the growing shift towards high-end, branded 
products among the expanding middle and upper-middle classes in India, as per 
capita incomes rise. This strategy targets investments in companies that are 
successfully navigating the balance between offering aspirational, premium 
products and adhering to the value-for-money ethos deeply ingrained in 
Indian consumers. It focuses on businesses that excel in creating strong brand 
identities and position their products effectively at attractive price points. This 
approach aims to capitalize on the burgeoning demand for premiumization 
across various sectors, from consumer goods and electronics to fashion and 
lifestyle, leveraging the potential for significant growth as consumer trends 
continue to evolve toward premium consumption.



कल - Premiumisation
(An Illustration of how shift to cookies from biscuits led to a generation of shareholder wealth in Britannia)



आज - Premiumisation
(Current case study of how revenge travel is playing a catalyst in premiumization of hospitality industry)



Record High Margins

Period Operating Margin

Mar-21 2%

Mar-22 19%

Mar-23 40%

TTM 41%

(Current case study of how Premiumization is playing out in Chalet Hotel)

आज - Premiumisation



Record High Margins

Period Operating Margin

Mar-21 -23%

Mar-22 13%

Mar-23 31%

TTM 31%

(Current case study of how Premiumization is playing out in Indian Hotels)

आज - Premiumisation



Record High Margins

Period Operating Margin

Mar-20 12%

Mar-21 11%

Mar-22 12%

Mar-23 15%

TTM 15%

(Current case study of how Premiumization can play out in Ethos)

आज - Premiumisation



Trends Sustainable
Over Time



What is Trends Sustainable Over Time strategy?

This focuses on identifying and leveraging primary trends that demonstrate 
resilience and sustainability over both short and long-term cycles within 
various sectors. Key sectors might include technology, healthcare, consumer 
staples, or renewable energy, which often exhibit enduring demand and growth 
potential. The objective is to capitalize on these cyclical trends, targeting 
investments in companies with strong fundamentals, robust business models, 
and the ability to adapt and grow through various market conditions, thereby 
offering the potential for stable and continuous returns over time.



कल - Trends Sustainable Over Time
(An Illustrative case study of how long-term sustained growth in consumer lending has worked in Bajaj Finance)



70 Million 
Demat 
Accounts

101 Million 
Demat 
Accounts

148 Million 
Demat 
Accounts

(Current case study of how long-term trend of financialization of savings can play out in BSE)
आज - Trends Sustainable Over Time



2018 - Indian 
Commodities Market 
( F&O) size : 60.1 
Lakh Crs

2022 - Indian 
Commodities 
Market ( F&O) size 
: 100 Lakh Crs

2023 - Indian 
Commodities 
Market ( F&O) size 
: 151 Lakh Crs

2024 - Indian 
Commodities 
Market ( 
F&O) size : 
196 Lakh Crs

(Current case study of how the long-term trend of use of derivatives in the commodities market is playing out)
आज - Trends Sustainable Over Time



Innovation &
Technological

Disruption



What is Innovation & Technological Disruptions strategy?

This strategy is predicated on the immense growth potential presented by 
groundbreaking innovations and the disruptive impact of new technologies. This 
investment approach zeroes in on companies at the forefront of technological 
advancement or those adeptly integrating cutting-edge technologies into their 
business models. The focus is on sectors experiencing rapid transformation due to 
innovations such as artificial intelligence, blockchain, biotechnology, renewable 
energy, and next-generation telecommunications. The goal is to harness the 
potential of these technological disruptions for substantial long-term returns.



कल - Innovation & Technological Disruptions

Launch of First 
EV

(An Illustrative case study of how Innovation & Technological Disruptions have worked in auto manufacturers 
with the introduction of EV )



(Current case study of how Innovation & Technological Disruptions are playing out in the food delivery business)

आज - Innovation & Technological Disruptions



Organised Shift



What is Organised Shift strategy?

The strategy capitalizes on the significant transition occurring in various 
industries, where reforms like the Goods and Services Tax (GST) in India are 
catalyzing the movement of businesses from the unorganized to the 
organized sector. This investment approach focuses on companies that are 
well-positioned to benefit from this fundamental shift, driven by ongoing and 
future reforms in tax, labor, and other regulatory frameworks. As these 
changes encourage more businesses to formalize, organized entities are poised 
to capture increased market share from their unorganized counterparts. 
Investments are targeted towards companies that demonstrate the ability to 
adapt their business models and enhance efficiency in this evolving landscape. 



कल - Organised Shift
(An Illustrative case study of how staple shopping has shifted from general trade to modern trade)



Demonetisation and GST 
Implementation

Organised Players Gained Market 
Share

(An Illustrative case study of how an Organized Shift has happened in the footwear industry from an unorganized to 
an organized segment represented by Relaxo)

कल - Organised Shift



आज - Organised Shift
(Current case study of how insurance is now being bought via online aggregators vis-a-vis unorganized agents/ sub-

agents of physical brokers)



New & Emerging
Sectors



What is New & Emerging Sectors strategy?

Identifying and capitalizing on the potential of industries that are in their nascent 
stages of development and remain largely under the radar. This investment 
approach seeks out sectors that are small, burgeoning, and often overlooked 
due to their early stage in the growth cycle. The key is to pinpoint industries 
that are poised for significant expansion and disruption, driven by innovations, 
changing consumer trends, or unique market needs. Such sectors might include 
advanced materials, niche technology areas like quantum computing, or 
emerging health tech segments or new consumer categories. The goal is to 
get in early on these emerging sectors, seizing the opportunity for high growth 
potential and significant returns as these industries mature and gain mainstream 
recognition.
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Nifty India Defense Index

कल - New & Emerging Sectors

Ø Defence Industrial Corridors
Ø IDR Act
Ø Promotion of indigenous design and development of defense equipment

(An Illustrative case study of how defense emerged as a new sector post change in regulation and 
support from government)



आज - New & Emerging Sectors
(Current case study of how music industry evolved from offline records to online streaming)



(Current case study of how innovation in auto segment has led to creation of new space in auto ancillary)

आज - New & Emerging Sectors



How do we at Samco track 
Special Opportunities?



Samco’s Special Opportunities tracker

DEMERGER OPPORTUNITIES (continued)

Company Event Date

Khadim India Announces demerger of the distribution business 29 September 2023

Strides Pharma Science Announces demerger of the CDMO and soft gelatin business 25 September 2023

ITC Announces demerger of the hotel business 14 August 2023

Infibeam Avenues Announces demerger of the global top level domain business 08 August 2023

Sastasundar Ventures Awaiting approvals To be announced 

Sterlite Technologies Awaiting first hearing date from NCLT To be announced 

Open Offer or Delisting

Company Event Date

Route Mobile Buyback tendering period expires 12 April 2024

Agro Tech Foods Announcement of the open offer 29 February 2024

Religare Enterprises Receives CCI approval 23 January 2024

Inspirisys Solutions Awaiting approvals To be announced 



Samco’s Special Opportunities tracker

Rights Issues

Company Event Date

Hindustan Construction Company Rights issue closing date 05 April 2024

Shiva Cement Record date for rights issue entitlement 03 April 2024

Jaykay Enterprises Files draft letter of the offer 25 January 2024

UPL Announces rights issue 22 December 2023

Indian Oil Corporation Announces rights issue 07 July 2023

Solara Active Pharma Announces rights issue 05 July 2023

Bharat Petroleum Corporation Announces rights issue 28 June 2023

Buybacks

Company Event Date

Garware Technical Fibres Opening date of the buyback April 01, 2024

TIPS Industries Announces buyback February 28, 2024



Why should you invest in 
Samco Special Opportunities Fund?



Why Samco Special Opportunities Fund?

● Unique Proprietary DISRUPTION Model for identifying special situations
○ The Samco Special Opportunities Fund employs a unique, proprietary DISRUPTION Model to identify investment opportunities. This model is based on 

10 distinct sub-strategies, each designed to uncover special situations across various sectors and themes. This systematic approach enables the 
fund to generate a diverse range of investment ideas, leveraging disruption and special situations to seek out potential growth and value for 
investors.

● Dynamic Flexibility – because Winning Themes, sectors & situations rotate
○ The Samco Special Opportunities Fund exemplifies dynamic flexibility, crucial for navigating the ever-changing landscape of sectors and themes in 

the investment world. Its adaptability allows it to swiftly shift focus across diverse areas such as defence, energy, railways, pharmaceuticals, and 
infrastructure, capitalizing on the best opportunities as they emerge. This strategic flexibility ensures that the fund can adapt to and thrive in the fluid 
nature of market trends, offering a robust advantage to investors seeking diversified exposure and potential growth across varied sectors.

● Universe Agnostic – Special Opportunities can come in companies of any size
○ The Samco SOF is designed to be universe agnostic, meaning it does not limit its investment scope to companies of a specific market capitalization. 

This strategy allows the fund to explore and capitalize on special situations across the entire market spectrum, from large-cap to micro-cap 
companies. By not confining itself to a particular segment, the fund is able to pursue a wide range of investment opportunities wherever they may 
arise, enhancing its potential for capital appreciation by tapping into diverse and sometimes underexplored areas of the market.

● Tax Efficiency to avoid sub-optimal post tax returns
○ The Samco Special Opportunities Fund offers tax efficiency by managing thematic investments internally, which helps prevent the tax implications 

associated with frequent buying and selling of different thematic funds by investors. This approach minimizes additional tax burdens, thereby 
potentially enhancing overall returns by avoiding the tax drag that can occur with individual transactions in thematic funds.

● Diversification Advantage
○ The Samco Special Opportunities Fund offers a diversification advantage by spreading investments across various sectors and themes, mitigating the 

risk associated with investing in specific thematic or sectoral funds. This approach ensures a broader exposure to potential growth opportunities, 
reducing the risk concentration and offering a balanced investment portfolio, which is crucial for managing and diversifying investment risk 
effectively.



How will the scheme allocate it’s assets?

Instruments 

Indicative allocations (% of 
net assets) Risk Profile

Minimum Maximum 

Equity & Equity related instruments of 
special situations theme** 80% 100% Very High 

Equity and Equity related securities of 
other Companies 0% 20% Very High 

Debt and Money Market Instruments 0% 20% Low to 
Moderate 

** Special Situations includes companies undergoing restructurings, turnarounds, spin-offs, 
mergers & acquisitions, new trends, new & emerging sectors, digitization, premiumization, and 

other special corporate actions. 



Scheme Features

Benchmark

NIFTY 500 TRI

Minimum 
Application 

Amount 

Rs. 5,000

Minimum SIP 
Amount

Rs. 500

Plans

Direct & Regular

Exit Load
- 2.00% If the investment is 
redeemed or switched out on or 
before 365 days from the date of 
allotment of units;

- No Exit Load will be charged if 
investment is redeemed or switched 
out after 365 days from the date of 
allotment of units

Options

Growth



Fund Managers for the Scheme

CA Umeshkumar Mehta

CA Paras Matalia CA Dhawal G. Dhanani
Dedicated Fund Manager for Overseas Investments



A Note from our CIO’s desk on Special Opportunities

“This fund is well-suited for investors aiming to generate substantial returns by employing innovative
and non-traditional strategies, albeit accompanied by their own distinct set of risks and rewards.
Specifically designed for those with a robust appetite for risk, it caters to investors who possess the
patience and foresight to fully capitalize on the unique opportunities presented by special market
scenarios. This fund offers opportunity to investors to potentially generate superior returns by
embracing unconventional tactics and remaining steadfast in their investment approach, thereby
unlocking the true potential of distinctive pattern strategy.

A suggested allocation of at least 5% within an investor's portfolio is advised for this distinctive alpha-
generating strategy. It encompasses a unique selection of stocks while concurrently offering
diversification within the investor's broader investment framework.”

- CIO, Umeshkumar Mehta



Product Label & Risk-o-meter

Samco Special Opportunities Fund 
(An open-ended equity scheme following special situations theme)

• Long Term Capital Appreciation

• An actively managed thematic equity scheme that invests in stocks based on special 
situations theme

*Investors should consult their financial advisers if in doubt about whether the product is 
suitable for them.
(The product labelling assigned during the New Fund Offer is based on internal assessment 
of the scheme characteristics or model portfolio and the same may vary post NFO when 
actual investments are made)

Mutual fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully. 



Disclaimers

● MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO MARKET RISKS, READ ALL SCHEME RELATED DOCUMENTS CAREFULLY.
● The views expressed herein are based on our current views and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to 

differ materially from those expressed or implied herein. Past performance may or may not be sustained in future. Neither Samco AMC and Samco Mutual Fund (the Fund) nor 
any person connected with them, accepts any liability arising from the use of this document. Stocks/Sectors referred hereto are illustrative and not recommended by the Fund / 
Samco AMC. The Scheme(s) offered by the Fund may or may not have any present or future positions in these stocks/sectors/instruments. Samco Mutual Fund/AMC is not 
guaranteeing/offering/communicating any indicative yields or guaranteed returns on investments made in the scheme(s) of the Fund.

● Simulated data is used for the purposes of explanation of the concept. Backtested, hypothetical or simulated performance results have inherent limitations. Past hypothetical 
backtest results are neither an indicator nor a guarantee of future results. Actual results shall vary from analysis. Samco makes no representation or warranty, either expressed 
or implied regarding future performance. This disclaimer is to be applied all slides of the presentation.

● The AMC takes no responsibility of updating any data/information in this material from time to time. The information shall not be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or 
distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person or to the media or reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of Samco Asset Management Private Limited. 
Prospective investors are advised to consult their own legal, tax and financial advisors to determine possible tax, legal and other financial implication or consequence of 
subscribing to the units of Samco Mutual Fund.

● Disclaimer: In the preparation of the material contained in this document, Samco Asset Management Private Ltd. (the AMC) has used information that is publicly available, 
including information developed in-house. Some of the material used in the document may have been obtained from members/persons other than the AMC and/or its affiliates 
and which may have been made available to the AMC and/or to its affiliates. Information gathered and material used in this document is believed to be from reliable sources. 
The AMC however does not warrant the accuracy, reasonableness and / or completeness of any information. We have included statements / opinions / recommendations in this 
document, which contain words, or phrases such as “will”, “expect”, “should”, “believe” and similar expressions or variations of such expressions, that are “forward looking 
statements”. Actual results may differ materially from those suggested by the forward looking statements due to risk or uncertainties associated with our expectations with 
respect to, but not limited to, exposure to market risks, general economic and political conditions in India and other countries globally, which have an impact on our services and 
/ or investments, the monetary and interest policies of India, inflation, deflation, unanticipated turbulence in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, equity prices or other rates or 
prices etc. Samco Asset Management Private Limited (including its affiliates), the Mutual Fund, The Trust and any of its officers, directors, personnel and employees, shall not 
liable for any loss, damage of any nature, including but not limited to direct, indirect, punitive, special, exemplary, consequential, as also any loss of profit in any way arising from 
the use of this material in any manner. Further, the information contained herein should not be construed as forecast or promise. The recipient alone shall be fully 
responsible/are liable for any decision taken on this material



Thank You


